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ABSTRACT; 
I 
. /' 
l.. 
A lumped parameter analysis was performed on a model to 
' 
aid the design:·of a fluidic temperature control system. The 
analysis considered both th·e open loop and closed loop dy~ 
namics and the results obt·ained indicate that a stable flu-
idic temperature ·control is feasible. The use of proportional 
control showed a maximum error of 1% as the controlled tem-
perature changed from 42.5°F to 70°F~ The error was eliminated 
when integral control was employed. Experimental data for 
-
the sensor demonstrates an output sensitivity of 0.24 Hz/°F 
over a frequency range of 260 to 280 Hz and 0.32 Hz/°F over 
430 to 460 Hz as input te·mperature is changed from 72° to 
138°F. The corresponding output sensitivities of the fluidic 
·, 
demodulation circuit are 0.003 psi/Hz and 0.002 psi/Hz • 
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----
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valve coefficient, dimensionless 
diameter, ft 
error signal 
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convective heat transfer coefficient. Btu 
conductive· heat transfer coefficient 
gain, dimensionless 
mass, lb 
flow rate, lb/sec 
pressure, psia 
output pressure of frequency demodulation 
circuit, psig 
ga·s constant (53.3 ft-lb/lb 0 R) 
input variable 
tempera tu.re .. , 0 R 
time constant, sec 
volume, ft3 
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denoti~g exhaust flow 
denoti~g cold air flow 
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ABSTRACT 
( 
•" A lumped parameter analysis was perfo.rmed on a model to 
aid the design of a fluidic temperature control system. The 
analysis considered both th·e open loop and closed loop dy-
namics and the results obtained indicate that a stable flu-
idic temperature control is feasible. The use of proportional 
control showed a maximum error of 1% as the controlled tem-
perature changed from 42.5°F to 70°F. The error was eliminated 
when integral control was employed. Experimental data -for 
the sensor demonstrates an output sensitivity of 0.24 Hz/°F 
over a frequency range of 260 to 280 Hz and 0.32 Hz/°F over 
430 to 460 Hz as input temperature is changed from 72° to 
138°F. The ~orresponding output sensitivities of the fluidic 
demodulation circuit are 0.003 psi/Hz and 0.002 psi/Hz. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
The util1zation of fluidic c-omponents in temperature 
control systems requires an understanding of both the open 
and closed loop system ~ynamics. The analysis of a thermo-
fluid system present~ formidable problems because·of· non-·. 
linearities an~ coupling between governing equations. Since 
·l~ 
the analytical study is to aid in the preliminary design of 
the control system, a "lumped parameter 11 analysis is employed. 
Later, the tentative control system can be analyzed more pre- ,_ 
cisely by using the governing thermo-fluid dynamic equations. 
1.1 Aim 
The object of this investigation is to determine the 
system performance and develop a preliminary design for a 
temperature control sys~~m which utilizes some fluidic compo-
nents as feed b.a.ck ele~~nts. 
is pres~nted in Figure 1 .. 
A diagram_ of.the overall system 
The desired temper.~ture in th~· cabin is to be achieved 
by mixing two different temperature air flows. The cabin -
temperature, which is the system output or cont~olled variable, 
-
is to be maintained at a desired value {reference input) by 
controlling the proportions .of cold and hot a·ir flows (inp,uts) 
mixed together. To control the cabin temperature three func~ 
tions must be performed: sensing, computation ~nd actuation. 
_,, 
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Experimental investigations (1) have established that 
pneumatic oscillators generate a frequency signal proportion-
al to the square root of the fluid temperature. The mecha-
nisms for generating these signals are of two types (2). The 
first involves the generation of acoustic edgetone frequencies 
and their amplification by the use of resonant chambers while 
the second utilizes the temperature dependence of the speed 
of sound of a gas in external feedback loops for operation 
(3). This temperature sensitive characteristic of the pneu- · 
matic oscillator makes possible its use as a fluidic temper-
. 
ature sensor (4,5). The pneumatic oscillator discussed in 
this investigation operates in the second mode. 
Frequency demodulation is achieved with a 1 fluidic fre-
quency-to-analog circuit which converts the variable output 
frequency of the oscillator to an analogous steady state 
pressure level which is proportional to the input frequency 
' 
signal. The output pressure signal is to be utilized by a 
con tr o l le r to act u a t e v a l v es i n th e a i r fl ow ,~·du c ts . Vari o us 
modes of control are to be explored and the best selected. 
Also, the valve which will give the optimum results for flow 
~.:.__ 
modulation is to be determined. 
1 • 2 An a .1 y ti ca 1 
The control system is mod.el led and its performance is -
studied analytically. System equation~ are developed for· . 
·both the QYen a·nd closed loop responses.. The closed 1 oop re-
-3-
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sponse is studied for hot air flow modulation only and the 
modulation of the cold and hot.air flows. In each case, 
both proportional· and int~gral controls are considered. 
' 1.3 Computational 
·-·· ... --··. 
In this section, both the open and closed loop responses 
are ·s·tudied. using the time-domain, state variable approach. 
The stability of the system, speed of response, ability to 
follow changes in the desired temperature and the reduction· 
of effects of disturbances, steady state error and drift in 
system performance are determined for the various modes of 
control. These computations are carried out with some param-
eter changes. 
1.4 Design Discussion 
The design discussion is devoted to a survey of various 
modes of ,,co n tr o l and the res u 1 ti n g con tr o l l er s • Al s o con -
sidered are the various possible methods for flow modulation. 
The results of the analytical and experimental studies are 
;,1 
used to construct a preliminary design for the·actual system. 
1.5 Experimental 
In the experimental study, tests· are performed on the 
pneumatic oscillator to obtain the frequency-temperature 
characteristic data and on the fluidic frequency-to-analog 
cir~uit for frequency~pressure characteristic data. The 
tests will aid in· the determination of operati~g ranges of the 
-4-
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devices and their sensitivities.~ 
1.6 Literature Survey 
The pneumatic oscillator has been .used in previous in-
vestigations (4,5). Zoerb in (6) investigated the basic 
th~ory of operation of the pneumatic oscillator as a gas 
temperature sensor and presented performance data which in-
dicated that the instrument possesses high dynamic response 
-· 
and good accuracy.· He tested the· oscillator at temperatures· 
up to 3500°R. 
Walters in (7) also utilized the oscillator as a tem-
perature sensor in a temperature control system using only 
fluidic devices. The system was tested at a desired tempera-
ture of 72e5°F and the error was measured as the hot air tem-
perature was changed from 95°F to 230°F. 
1.7 Applications 
Reports in (5) have indicated that the pneumatic oscil-
lator can be used as a temperature sensor for liquids' as we11· 
as ga.ses by using an appropriate design techni.que. A fluidic 
temperature control system is thus not limited to processes 
involving gases. Because it does not. require conversion of 
state properties to achieve control, the efficiency of such 
a control system can be high. A fluidic control system.also 
has th~ ,dvantage of eliminating mechanical wear and minimiz-
-~--· 
ing friction effects because of its lack of movi~g-parts. 
-5-
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This helps to enhance system reliability. 
Ordinarily, the control system is compact because the 
fluidic components can ·be small in s,,ize and light in weight. 
Thus, fluidic control systems are advantageous i,n applications 
where space and weight limitations are stringent such as in -
space research and the aircra'ft industry. Fluidic controls 
also find applications where ·difficult constraints preclude 
more conventional techniques suc 1h as control -of jet engine 
turbine inlet tempera.ture and sensing of hypersonic wind tun-
nel temperature for control purposes. 
In various research institutions, such as the universi-
ties, fluidic systems have been given attention because of~ 
their potential as an a.lternate means of control. The dif-
~-
f i cult y i.n modeling fluidic systems has also stimulated the 
work of many research institutions. 
A fl u i d i c c o n tr o l sys t em ca. n f i n d w i d e a p p l i c a t i o n s i n 
the chemical and petroleum industries and also in nuclear re-
\ 
search because it· can operate in ~any environments where other 
systems are unacceptable; in atmospheres where the tempera-
I 
ture is very high and in areas where nuclear and electromag-
netfc radiation exist. It can also handle severe vibration, 
shock .and explosive gases. 
' Three temperature control systems using fluidic compo~ 
nents but with different techniques have been reported (4, 
7,9). The report in (7) deals specifically with the simula-
-6-
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tion of an aircraft cabin temperature control. However, 
there is n9 report of a major industrial temperature control 
· system utilizing fluidic components. 
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2. ANALYTICAL STUDY 
2.1 Description of Model 
A schematic diagram of the temperature system with 
fluidic feedback control is illustrated in Figure 2. Cold 
0 
and hot air flows are mixed and ·the mixed air is fed into a 
· cabin whose temperature is to be regulated. A bleed from 
the cabin is taken to a pneuma.tic oscillator which serves as 
the temperature sensor. A secon~ flow from the cabin exhausts 
·to the atmospher·e. The sensor output frequency feeds a flu-
idic frequency-to-analog circuit which outputs· a constant, 
de pressure signal •.. This signal together with the reference 
signal drives the error measurement device which· inputs to 
the controller. The controller actuates valves in the air 
ducts which modulate the flows. The inputs to the system are 
the cold and hot air flows with the cabin temperature serving 
as the controlled output. 
.•:: .. 
2.2- Derivation of System Equations 
. 
I . 
This investigation does not ·consider the internal flow·~--
patterns of the fluidic components but employs only the in-
put-output characteristics for the analysis. 
The assum~tions to be employed in the analysis are: 
1) The air in the cabin is well mixed at all times so 
that the temperature, T, is uniform throughout the cabin~ 
. I 
-8-
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2) Tne flow velocity in the cabin js such that the 
average· pressure can be used with little error. 
3) Both the ~old and hot air flows are at uniform 
temperatures, Tc and Th' respectively. 
4) The flow velocities are low so that sonic effects 
are negligible. 
5) The dynamics of the heat flux thro~gh the cabin wall 
are negligible so that the cabin wall is at a uniform temper-
The flow summation for the cabin is exptessed by -
dm _ 
-- = dt 
• • • 
(l ) 
., 
where 
• • 8 
( 2) 
-The flow from ·the cabin is co"ntrolled by a valve whose-· flow 
rate is give\n by·_the manufacturers (8) as 
7 
16.05: · p2_p2 ~ 
,/ s PS 0.53P aoo Cva > T ' 
,----·-
• 
me - ( 3 J· 
13.61 
Cva 
p p· 0.53P 800 tr' < s -· ..J -·· 
.. 
,. 
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The pressure inside the c.abin is obtained from the equation 
of state for the gas: 
~ . . 
R P = V mT. ( 4) 
The energy change of the air within the cabin is expressed 
by 
• • 
C~(mcTc + mhTh) -
which on rearranging reduces to 
• • 
= AhTw + Cp(~cTc + mhTh) (5) 
Energy balance of the cabin wall gives 
".,;,. 
which reduces to 
{6) 
The convective heat transfer coefficient of the air is given 
'1 
by 
k h = 4. 34 d J 
,. 
.J. 
{7) 
•· 
-10~ 
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The ·temperature to frequency cha racteri s tic of the pneumatic 
oscillator is assumed to have the following form; 
f = K If f (8) 
where Kf is determined from the data provided by the manu-
facturers of the sensor. A simple linear expression is used 
for the fluidic demodulation circuit to relate frequency to 
output pressure. The expression is 
( 9) 
' 
'. 
The error signal depen_ds -on the type of reference signal that 
is used. For a frequency reference signal, the error is 
given as 
while for a pressure reference signal 
e = Pr - Po 
Substituting for f and P0 , obtain 
fr - Kflf' frequency reference signal 
e = ...J 
(· 
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However, in this report, the analytical study is based on a 
i,;r frequency reference signal from a local pneumatic oscillator • 
so that the error is given by 
,. 
' 
., 
.,-':"I; 
"" . 
·1·: 
..... 
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3. COMPUTATION OF OPEN LOOP RESPONSE 
_ 3.1 . System Equations '\. .. ""'""· 
The system equations for the open loop response consist 
of two nonlinear algebraic equations and three nonlinear 
first order differential equations. They are as follows: 
pz-pz 
16.05 C I s P > 0.53P 800 Va· T ' s 
• 
1 3. 61 P 
800 Cva --If, PS~ 0.53P 
P = E. mT V 
C d T · ( c·~- ~ + C ( • • • ) . Ah ) T 
·. vm d t + .·~ e v me + mh - me + 
• • 
= Cp(mCTC + mhTh) + AhTW 
~ 
' 
' There are five depenqent variables of which the most 
important is th~ cabin temperature, T (controlled output). 
( l ) 
(3) 
(4) 
(5) 
(6) 
The cabin temperature is considered the system output because 
it is to be the controlled variable. The remaining system 
variables are the cabin pressur~ P, the cabin air mass m~ 
• 
the flow.rate out of the,cabin~me' and the cabin wall temper-
-13-
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The independent system inputs are the cold and .hot air 
• • • 
flow rates, me, mh respectively, the cold and hot air temper-
......,;A"!~ 
atures, Tc' Th respectively and the atmospheric temperature, 
Ta. The pressure of the bleed, Ps is an adjustable constant. 
The possible inputs to be considered can be expressed 
(? 
by the following relation: 
.. 
- ·J 
• • 
r(t) = ~(me, mh' Tc, Th) ( 1 2) 
., 
An indication of the relative importance of the four variables 
can be obtained by keeping three of the inputs fixed and 
studying the effect of changing the fourth. The following 
cases are to be studied. The system response, 
" . ...._.r~· 
l) as the hot air temperature varies 
r(t) = Th 
a step input 
2) as the hot air flow rate varies ) 
• 
r(t) = mh 
a step input 
3) as the cold and hot air flow rates change but in 
the same proportion 
-14-· 
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' ' 
, . .;---·-----· 
• 
• • me 
r ('t) me + mh' - const. -- • 
mh 
( 15) 
/ 
3 . 2 Sol u ti on of Sys t em E g u at i on s .. ~" 
Because of the nonlinearities of the equations and also 
the coupling between them, a numerical method of solution is 
used. The model response is simulated on the digital comput-
er. The three simultaneous differential ·equations are solved 
with a subroutine called IVODE which employs the modified 
Euler Method as its integration scheme. 
A flow diagram which demonstrates the coupling between 
the thermal and fluid.flow interactions is depicted in F_igure 
3. The diagram indicates that in order to obtain the con-
trolled variable, T·, the remaining dependent variables must· 
also be known. 
3.3 Results of Open Loop Response 
The results of the open loop response are presented in 
Figures 4 through 9. Figure 4 shows the effect of a step 
change in the hot air temperature, Th, on the cabin tempera-
ture, T. ,The peaks occur after 18 sec and steady state con-
ditions are attained after 180 sec. Figure 5 shows how the 
steady state error is influenced by a cha~ge in hot air. tern-
-~ 
perature. 
\_ 
The effects of changing the hot air flow rates on the 
r~~sponse and the steady state error are shown in F~gures ·6 
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and 7 respectively. The peaks occur after 21 sec while 
steady state conditions are established after 180 sec. .. ~-
The data presented in F~gures 8.and 9 indicate the in-
fluence of varying the cold and hot air flow rates on the 
transient response and the steady state errors respectively. 
The,peaks occur afte.r 15 sec and after 180 sec, steady state 
co n d i ti o n s a re a c h i ·eve d • 
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4. COMPUTATION OF CLOSED LOOP RESPONSE 
' ,. 
4.1 Hot Air Flow Modulation "'.'\" 
The forward transfer equations are 
f 
dm 
- = dt 
• • • 
( 1 ) 
pz_pt ~· 
16.05 
Cva I s PS > 0.53P 800 T ' 
• 
.. 
me -- (3) 
13. 61 
Cva 
p 
PS < 0.53P 800 n' -
P = ~ mT (4) 
·" 
• • 
= Cp(mCTC + mhTh) + AhTW (5) 
. ( 6) 
The feedback loop is expressed by the following relations:. 
. .... 
a) The error is given by 
( 1.1 ) 
... 
b) Actuation for proportional control i~ given as 
~· 
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' 
• • 
-~ 
~- ( l 6) 
• 
• 
where mhi is initial hot air flow rate. 
c) Actuation for integral control is given by 
• 
= e ( l 7) 
The system equations have· increased by two. . The hot air 
flow is no lo.nger a system input though the initial value is. 
an adjustable input. 
The most significant system variable is still the cabin 
temperature. The effects on the performance of the system 
for the following state variables are studied: 
'· 
1) the feedback gain for proportional_ control 
2) the time constant of the feedback for integral con-
trol 
3) the hot air temperature 
4) the desired temperature 
Figure 10 demonstrates the coupling between the governin-g 
equations. A numerical method of solution similar t~ that 
used for the open loop equations was employed. 
The results of hot air flow modulation are presented in 
Figures 11 through 15. 
.. I 
' 
. ·_-. .,....-: 
i ' 
The system perfo-rmance, us·ing pro-
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-indicate how the gain, the hot air· temperature and the ref-
.. 
~' ''" ' ' '9 
erence temperature affect the clo~ed loop transient response. 
4.2 Modulation of Cold and Hot Air Flows 
The forward transfer equations are the same as in Sec-
tion 4. l. Also applicable are the feedback transfer equations 
for the hot air flow in Section 4.1. 
The cold air flow modulation is expressed by 
a) proportional control 
• • 
•. 
.,.,_ 
( 18) 
• 
where mci is the initial cold air flow rate. 
b) integral control 
- e ' (19) 
The negati_ve sign is necessary to insure that as the cabin 
temperature (controlled variable) increases above the desired 
temperature, the cold air fl.ow increases while the hot air 
flow is reduced. The acti-on is reversed as the·c·abin temper-
ature ·falls below the refe,r_ence temperature. 
. ) 
The number of input variable~ is reduced to three; cbld 
and hot air temperatures and the atmospheric temperature. 
The dependent state variables have increased to seven, includ-
ing the cold and hot air flow rates. The initial values of 
-19-
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the flows are variable· inputs . 
., 
Figure 16 shows the flow diagram of the equations to 
' 
be solved. The method of solution used in Section 4.1 was 
employed. 
The data presented in Figures 17 and 18 show typical 
transients for proportional and integral controls . 
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5. - DISCUSSION OF ANALYTICAL STUDY 
I: 
5.1 Results of Open Loop Response 
The results of the open loop dynamics indicate that 
the magnitude of the change in hot air temperature has a 
significant influence on the percentage of overshoot and the 
steady ·state error. However, the speed of response and the 
settling time are not affected. 
( 
The percentage of overshoot has a maxim1,1
1
m value of 20% ... 
at lower values of the hot air temperature but this apparent-
ly does not affect the stability of the system, Figure 4. 
The energy introduced into the cabin by the input flows is 
the sum of the thermal energies contained in the flows and 
the.flow work done on the flows in entering the cabin~ This 
··flow work is realized as an increase in,the cabin temperature 
so that the cabin temperature, T, overshoots the value of 
the hot aire 
· The res~lts also demonstrate steady state errors for all 
the inputs studied. 
. 
5.2 Closed Loop Response: Hot· Air Flow Modulation 
,,. ' 
The performance data for proportional co·ntrol of the · 
system demonstrate that the stability of the control sy~tem 
is highly sensitive to the feedback gain, F~gure 11. At 
small values of the feedback gain, the system is stable but 
the steady state error is large. As the gain is increased 
~-,21 -
\ 
V 
,;;. ·., 
., ' 
t 
)' 
) 
the steady state error diminishes but further increase of 
'· 
the gain to eliminate the steady state error reMts in an 
unstable system, Figure 11. Unfortunately, it was not pos-
sible to establish a.---systematic criterion for the determina-
tion of either the gain for a marginally stable system or 
the gain for optimum performance. The results, however, in~ 
dicate that feedback gain values between 0.9 and l.O give 
acceptable performance. 
Figure 13 shows how the steady state error changes as 
the values of the hot air, Th' and the reference temperature, 
Tr, are varied for different feedback gain values. The in-
fluence of the hot air temperature changes is more important 
at higher values of the gain because the ·system is more sus-
'" 
ceptible to these changes. The steady state error is reduced 
.,. 
and the system performance improved by increasing the value 
of the hot air temperature at a small feedback gain (see 
.,, 
Figure 12). If the difference--between the values of the de-
sired and hot air temperatures is small, a large steady state 
error is obtained. However,. if the difference is large, an 
improvement in system performance is realized (see Fig~re 
___) l 3). 
The resu·lts of adding integral control to the system in-
dicate that the steady state error c~n be eliminated com-
pletely. Figure 14 shows the transients for a large feedback 
time constant. The transient response resembles that of a 
linear second-order system which is under damped. The non-
-22-
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linearities become more evident at small values of the time 
' 
.constant as illustrated in Figure 15. The stability of the 
system depends to a large extent on the feedback time con-
'· stant. The system is well-behaved at large time constants 
with the transients phasing out completely in a short in-
terval. As the value of the time constant is reduced, the 
transients persist longer though the overshoots are reduced. 
It is interesting to observe that though the overshoots are 
,. 
large, indicative of relative instabili.ty, the system is 
stable under steady state conditions. For a feedback time 
constant less than 1.0 sec, the system is unstable. I 
Increasing the value of the hot air temperature intro-
duces more transients, reduces speed of response but does 
not affect system stability. 
5.3 Closed Loop Response: Modulation of Cold and Hot Air Flows 
For both proportional and integral actions, the modula-
tion of the cold and hot air flows introduces more system 
dynamics. Also, the system response resembles that of a 
linear system (see Figures 17 and 1·a). The steady state 
error is eliminated in the case of integral control but a 
·-
s ma 11. error exists when proportional control is introduced 
into the system. 
~. 
-• 
' 
. 
Beca~se the system dynamics are more complicated, the 
system is more sensitive to cha~ges in t·he feedback gain and 
-23-
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time constant. System stability is f.urther reduced when the 
' 
' 
..•.. I 
hot air temperature is high. ____ _ 
.-/ 
5.4 General 
The results of the analytical study show that integral 
control is the more successful of the two modes of control 
considered. Modulation of the cold and hot air flows elimi-
nates the problem of d.etermining the cold air flow rate for 
optimum performance but it is limited because of its high 
.sensitivity to changes in the feedback gain and time con-
stant. Modulation of hot air flow has the advantage of uti-
lizing· a wider spectrum of feedback gain and time constants 
for proportional and integral actions. 
• 
The system eliminates dist~rbances effectively because 
a step change of l0°F in the ·cold air temperature produces 
very little change in the.response. The small change is 
al so co r~r-ec-t e d i n a short i n t er val • Th i s i s important be -
cause small fluctuations in the cold and hot air temperatures 
will not distort the system performance. 
u4 ~ . --~ 
. Introduction of feedback reduces the settli~g time from 
3 mins. to 75 secs. The steady state error is reduced by 
introducing proportional control and eliminated with the in-
troduction of integral action. Thus, the additirin of feed-
• back offsets changes in the cold and hot.flow rates, me and 
• 
mh' and temperatures, Tc, and Th' to bring back the cabin 
f temperature, T, to the desired temperature, Tr. 
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6. DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS 
•\ 
6. l General 
. . . 
The reliability of a control system depends on mechani-
cal wear of the moving parts and on aging of components in 
the system as well as the complexity of the equipment. 
Ideally, the monitoring system should be easy to test, main-
tain and repair in place. Other important factors are sensi-
tivity, accuracy and stability of the system. The accuracy 
may be limited by the sensor or any other component of t~e 
system; stability is influenced by the amount of drift char-
acteristic of the system and the mode of control that is 
.u ti l i zed. 
This ·section is directed at component analysis and se-
. . 
lection based on the preceding preamble .. An attempt is also 
. 
made to define the system performance specifications. 
6.2 Performance Specifications 
~ The application of the control system dictates the per-
formance specifications. In general, the mode of control 
depends on the complexity of the system and allowable cost. 
Integral control, though more accurate, is more complex and 
expensive. In applications where the allowabl·e error is 
relatively large, proportional control is advantageous. The 
major factors under system performance specifications for a 
temperature control system can be summarized as follows: 
, 
< ' 
., 
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·1) desired temperature range 
mode of·.;c·ontrol 
pressure changes in the cabin 
flow modulation technique 
( . 
' .. J 
.,· 
2) 
3) 
4) 
5) disturbances due to fluctuations in heat lo-ads. 
\" 
6.3 Component Analysis 
~P~' 
This section explores. variou~ techniques for tempera-
. 
ture sensing, frequency modulation, amplification of pressure /) 
signals, integral and proportional actions and flow ll]~odula-
tion. The advantages and difficulties associated with each 
component is studied and, ;·f possible, ways· to overcome the 
problems are suggested. 
6.3.l Temperature Sensing __ 
Thoug·h many techniques for temperature sensing exist, 
this report considers only the fluidic method which employs 
the pneumatic oscillator as the temperature sensor. In this 
. 
investigation, temperature sensing, which is the measurement 
of the controlled variable, is very importani since this 
signal feeds the entire feedback loop. 
• 
.. 
The fluidic oscillator, as a temperature sensor, has 
the following advantages: 
a)· The frequency-temperature characteristic is ex-
. pressed ~Y the relation 
6 
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f = K Tn f 
.,.· 
,. (20) 
' The sensitivity of the sensor is indicated by the index n. 
The sensitivity factor, n, normally varies but has a maximum 
value of 0.5. This factor depends on the design of the sen-
sor .. · Hence,- the sensitivity can be carefully selected for 
any particular application giving a wide range of operation. 
·b) The fluidic oscillator can be made very small in 
size thus reducing space and wei·ght requirements. 
c) The investigation in (5) indicates a design in-
. sensitive to supply pressure. This will make it possible 
its use over a wide pressurerrange . 
r • 
d) It has no moving-part, thus reduci~g mechanical 
·wear and enhancing dependability. 
The problems associated with the fluidic oscillator 
are as follows: 
(i) The accuracy is affected by introduction of 
noise. Fortunately, this problem is minimized by acoustical-
ly insulating the sensor or by usi~g low frequency carrier 
at the output. -
(ii) The major set-back is the thermal response of 
the oscillator. Fluidic oscillators in common use employ 
external feedback methods. This has a large thermal time 
const-ant r~esul.ting in a very long system output time lag~ 
-27-
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• l The effect is the persistence of dynamics affecting the a·c-
.curacy of the response. Reference (7) suggests two methods 
I 
to overcome this problem; 
1) To construct the oscillator. of highly insulative 
material in order that the initial response is more than 
99% of the final value: 
D 
2) To operate the oscillator in the edgetone frequency 
mode where recent experiments indicate that a judicious 
I 
choice of geometrical parameter.s can nullify thermal effe.cts. 
6.3.2 Reference Signal Elements 
There are two possibilities for introducing the ref-
erence temperature signal; in the form of a frequency or 
pressure· signal. 
I 
a) Fre·quency Signal. The signal • introduced at 1 S 
(' 
the output. Thi.s method was )emp"loyed • ( s·) and ( 7) • sensor 1 n 
' ............ t. 
r' / 
' ,, Summation of the two frequencies • achieved by us·i n g flu-, s a 
. ' idic device called a beat detector. The frequency difference 
output represents the system error. The temperature refer-
ence element is a similar fluidic oscillator operated at the 
desired temperature. This ·concept is illustrated in Figure. 
~ 
19., The output of the beat detector inputs to a fluidic de-. • 
modulation circuit. 
- I 
• 
b) Pressure Signal. The reference input takes the 
form of fixed pressure signal which establi:shes the reference 
-28-
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temperature. This input and the pressure signal frbm the 
... . . demodulati~n circuit are applied to a fluidic amplifier. 
The pressure difference output of the amplifier represents 
the system error and can be used to control the flow. If· 
the temperature is equal to the reference temperature, the 
error is zero. Figure 20 depicts a flow diagram of this 
method. 
6.3.3 Frequency Demodulation Element 
/ 
Frequency demodulation can be achieved by using either. 
analog or digital elements. In both types, it is advanta-
geou_~ to employ a low-frequency carrier normally below 100 Hz. 
At higher frequencies, the ra~ge of usable signal-to-noise 
ratios is limited. Reference (5) indicates that the techniq~e 
. 
of using a low-frequency carrier also improves circuit sen-
sitivity by reducing the circuit upper frequency limit. This 
allows circuit operation over a_ greater portion of the ·total 
frequency range. 
A fluidic device for frequency demodulation is the 
frequency-to-analog circuit. · It converts the variable-fre-
quency signal (differential) to a steady-state output~pressure 
s i g n a l ( s i n g l e = s i de d ) • The output sens i ti v i ty depends on the · 
supply pressure; the higher the supply pressure the more sen-
sitive is the device., Thus, it has a wide range of operation. 
The input is either the output frequency of the fluidic sensor 
or th~ beat detector. 
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6.3.4 Error Measurement Device 
The error measurement device depends on the reference 
signal employed. If a frequency reference signal is employed, 
the error device is then a beat detector. The two frequency 
signals are combined to produce an output pressure (AC) at 
a frequency equivalent to the ~~fference between the two fre-
quencies. The output is then used as the input to the de-. 
modulation circuit. If a pressure signal is used, a mechani-
cal transducer can be used. This device gives the error as a 
displacement output. An alte.rnative device for a pressure 
.,. 
signal is a fl~idic summing amplifier. In this case, the 
error is represented by the output pressure difference. 
6.3.5 Flow Modulation 
Flow modulation can be achieved by using a vortex 
valve which is a fluidic device or the more conventional 
~-
pneumatic valve. Both devices are considered. 
a) Vortex Valve. This is a fluidic non-moving parts . 
valve. The output flow is controlled by the control pressure, 
indicating that the output of the controller should be a 
pressure signal; Figure 19 shows the concept of this method. 
In normal operation, the supply pressure is maintained at a 
fixed point. The ·advantage of usi~g this device is that the 
" 
controller output can be used directly to actuate the valve. 
J 
Because of its lack of moving parts, it is ideally suited for 
use where quick response and smooth linear control of the 
·-30-
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flow is desired-. Its characteristic is a variable area 
j 
orifice obtain~d by impacting an angular momentum to the 
main radial-in-flow stream by means of tangential control 
ports. The vortex v~lve, however, has a limited range of 
operation. In the modulation of the hot air flow, the out-
_put flow • mixture of , s a both unheated control flow and sup-
ply flow. To reduce ' the hot • flow, the control flow • air 1n-
I 
thus, after the hot • va 1·ve has attained • creases, a,r maximum 
temperature, it starts to decrease due to the addition of 
unheated control flow. This can be corrected by reducing the 
hot air temperature. In lowering the hot air temperature, 
however, a point is reached where hot air valve output flow 
is no longer at a temperature sufficiently high to achieve 
high reference temperatures. This problem was encountered 
in (7). 
. ...... . 
b) Pneumatic Valve. The use of this device requires 
the technique depicted in Figure 20. It can be employed 
without the problem associated with the vortex valve. The 
I pneumatic valve-can be actuated by varying the valve resis-
tance. This requires the movement of the valve piston which 
J 
involves th~ use of more system components. The output of 
.. 
the controller should thus be displacement which can·be 
achieved by using an electric valve positioner or a mechanical 
technique of gears and levers. 
In both types of valves, the output flow can be af-
fected by the downstream pressure which in this case is the 
-31-
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cabin pressure. If this influence is not eliminated, the 
control of the flow will become more complex. The effect 
t 
of the system pressure can be effectively eliminated by 
either regulating the cabin pressure so that it remains fixed 
°' or by operating the valve under choked conditions so that 
t·he flow is independent of the cabin pressure. The latter 
approach may be more difficult to realize in most applica-
tions so that the first method should be employed. This wi,]l 
introduce the use of a press·ure regulating device for the 
·• cabin. The.regulator can be either a fluidic or a mechanical 
device. The regulati~g device can be fixed in the cabin air 
exhaust duct. 
6.3.6 Controlling Device 
The two modes of control commonly employed are pro-
portional control and integral control .• · Normally, proportion-
ing action is used alone mainly in cases where the gain can 
be high and the proportioning band narrow, because it is nec-
essary for an error to exist in order that the valve may take 
a new position. When the gain is low, a large.error is nec-
ess~ry to maintain the valve position required by the flow 
conditions. This large error means a deviation from th~ 
·reference point which is ~nacceptable. Int~gral mode of con-
~ -- ---- ---::"', 
trol can be used by its~lf to produce a control action that 
consists of a steady motion of the valve with the motion 
reversing in direction each time the measurement crosses the 
reference point. 
-32-
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Th e co n tr o l o f th e v o r t e x· v a l v e i s d i re c t b e c a u s e 
th ·e pres s u re s i g n a l from th e am p l i f i e r f o r p r o po rt i o n a l c o n -
trol or integrati~g circuit for integral control can be em-
ployed to control the flow without further conversion of the 
pressure signal. 
The control of the pneumatic valve requires that the 
relation between the displacement of the valv·e piston and 
the valve output flow be examined. The flow of a pneumatic 
valve as recommended in (8) is as follows: 
I p2_ p2 16.05 
Cva ./ 
u a pd> 0.53Pu 800 Tf 
, 
• 
m = ( 21 ) · 
l 3. 61 p 
Cva 
u pd 0.53Pu. 800 , < IT f -
where Pu= pressure upstream of valve 
Pd= pressure downstream of valve 
and T = temperature of the flow. f· 
If Pd~ 0.53Pu, the valve is operating under choked condi-
tions and from equation (21), the flow is independent of Pd. 
For a constant temperature flow, keeping the supply pressure 
~--to the valve, Pu, constant makes the flow proportiona·l to 
the valve coefficient. For Pd> Q.53Pu, the downstream ~res-
,, 
;o' 
. · sure, Pd, can be maintained fixed by using a pressure regu-
lator. Thus, the flow·can be made proportional to the v·alve 
coefficient. Hence, (equation (21·) reduces to 
.i:: 
J__ ·-- . -~-. . , 
. . I ,· . 
·.u. 
i .; . 
,· . 
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(22) 
where Kv is a constant. The output of the controller, in 
the form of a displacement signal, should be proportional to 
the valve coefficient. This rela·tion can be expressed as 
f 
shown below • 
• 1• .. 
(23) 
where x = displacement signal of controller and Kx is a con-
-
stant. This is essential in order that the control action 
of the controller is not distorted. There are pneumatic 
valves which have relations of the form shown in equation 
( 23). 
An amplifie~ can be used ~s the controlli~g device 
for proportional control. A fluidic amplifier would be suit-
. 
able if either a vortex: valve or pneumatic valve is used.# 
'· 
' 
Integral control would require an integrating circuit 
as a controlling device. The c~ntrol of either valve can 
use a simple integrating circuit.· 
' ' i •• 
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. ~ 7. EXPERIMENTAL STUDY 
The object of this study was to determine in a quanti-
tative manner the frequency/temperature sensiti.vity of the 
pneumatic oscillator and the pres·sure/frequency sensitivity 
of the frequency demodulation circuit. Both the fluidic os-
cillator and the demodulation circuit are commonly avail.able 
devices. 
7. l Equipment Description 
A schematic diagram of the test set-up is illustrated in 
Figure 21. The supply ·air is dried and filtered to remove 
. 
water and oil from the flow .. A globe valve regulates the 
supply flow whil~ a nullmatic pressure regulator is used to 
maintain the su·pply pressure at the required set point. 
The heating section consists of a 3/4 11 pipe 16 in long 
• 
wrapped in a Briskeat electric blanket and insulated with a 
fibre glas·s insu~ation material. At the inlet of the pipe 
is a set of blades to generate· flow turbulence which increases 
the heati~g effect. The air temperature is maintained at a 
desired set point with a simple on-off temperature control 
system. The heating element is turned on or off as the tem·-
perature cha~ges. The temper~ture is sensed with a bulb in-
serted in the center of the flow about 20 in downstream of 
.... 
the heater. 
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The heated air flows into a cylindrical tank made of 
pleii-glass. There are two tappings in the tank; in one is 
• 
inserted a mercury-in~glass thermometer which records the 
air temperature in the tank, and from the other, a bleed is 
taken to the fluidic oscillator. The exhaust air flows 
through a globe valve which regulates the exhaust flow . 
• 
The fluidic oscillator is a General Electric Model MVll 
unit presented in Figure 22A. The frequency range depends on 
the external feedback line length. Two lengths were tested; 
the first was 12 in long and the second was 24 in in length • 
.. 
The output signal of the fluidic oscillator inputs into a 
T·42 Ionization Transducer driven by a Decker Model 902-1 
Delta Unit. The output of the Model 902-1 Unit is taken from 
/ . 
a Dec k er Mird e l 9 0 2- 2 Mo n i tor U n i t a n d amp l i f i e d • The amp 1 i -
fied signal inputs into a digital frequency meter which dis-
p l a y s th e fr e q u e n c y of th e ·o s c i l l a to r . 
J "."f?! 'I 
,., 
The frequency demodulation component is a General Elec-
tric Model 24MC12A fluidic frequency-to-analog circuit shown 
in Figure 228. It is driven by dry air at a constant supply 
pressure of 10 psig. The input frequency to the analog cir-
cuit is obtained with a General Electric Model AT22 signal 
generator. The output pressure of the anal9g circuit is 
measured with a mercury manomater. 
r 
~: I.· 
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7.2, Test Procedure 
·, 
Simple preliminary tests were performed on the thermometer 
and heater. The thermometer recordi~g was checked, using a 
co n's ta n t temp e ~ a tu re w a t er b a th , 9-v~_e r th e d e s i r e d o p e r a ti o n 
range. but results obtained indicate no deviations in the tem-
perature readings. The heater was operated .for different 
supply pressures to determine the maximum air temperat~re 
that can be attained. 
The supply pressure for the oscillator and the air tern-
peratur·e were set at the desired points and the apparatus 
was allowed to operat_e for an hour-· to permit fluctuations in 
the system to die out. The oscillator output frequency was 
then read over .15 minute peri9d so that observation of large 
~' 
deviations in frequency could be detected. Frequency readings 
were taken as the air temperature was varied from 72° to 138°F. 
The procedure was repeated for feedback lengths of 12 in and 
24 in. 
The frequency-to-analog circuit was tested over the fre-
;) 
quency ranges determined above. Output pressure readings 
/ 
were taken at intervals of 5 Hz. 
,, 
·'; To es tab l i sh the effects of s u pp 1 y press u re on the o u t-· 
·put frequency of the oscillator, the freque~cy was measured 
t 
~ at 72°F as the supply pressure was varied from 5 to 15 psig. 
~ 
The test was p~rfo~med on both feedback le~gths. 
:.; ;, ..... 
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7.3 Analysis of Results 
\ The experimental data are presented in FJgures 23 
through 28. Figure 23 shows the frequency-temperature char-
acteristic of the 12 in feedback line. The oscillator has 
an output sensitivity of 0.322 Hz/°F over a frequency ra~ge 
of 433 to 456 Hz as the input temperature was changed from 
72° to 138°F. The frequency ·was found to relate to the tem-
perature in the following manner: 
f = 14.3/F 
. . ~ .· 
'• .! ::: 
where.f = oscillator output frequency, Hz 
T = absolute temperature of input air, 0 R 
The 24 in feedback line has a linear frequency-temperature 
relation, Figure 25, with an ou·tput sensitivity of 0.243 
Hz/°F over 263 to 279 Hz for a temperature variation from 
72° to l38°F. 
Over the frequency range of th~ 12 in feedback line, -
the frequency-to-analog circuit output characteristic was 
found to be linear, Figure 24. The sensitivity was ·o.00235 
psig/Hz. Figure 26 ·shows ·that the output characteristic of 
the freq·uency-to-anal9g circuit for the 24 in feedback line 
·;s also linear with an output sensitivity of 0.00275 ps~g/Hz. 
. Th e d a ta pres e .n t e d i n F _; g u res 2 7 a n d 2 8 i n d i c a t e th a t 
the oscillator supply pressure has a very significant .influ-
· . 
•. 
{ 
' 1~ 
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ence on the output frequency. It is obvious that the·oscil~ 
• 
~ 
later output frequency is more susceptible to changes in the 
supply pressure than the temperature variations. 
' From the results of the output sensitivities of the 
fluidic devices tested, it is evident that they could be 
used .for systems with large temperature variations or ampli-
fication of the output signal· of the frequency-to-analog cir-
cuit would be necessary. The output frequency of the oscil-
lator would not be affected by large pressure changes in the 
system if the bleed to the osc·illator is maintained at a 
fixed pressure. 
The results·of the experiment were not affected· by this 
high pressure sensitivity because the supply pressure of the 
oscillator was maintained fixed ··at 10 psig. 
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8. CONCLUSION 
This investigation does not contain experi~ental veri-
fication of the analytical study and therefore a definite 
,• 
conclusion cannot be made. To determine the·efficiency, 
capability and therefore applicability of a fluidic tempera-
ture control system more experiments must be undertaken. 
However, it is apparent from the analysis that a fluidic 
control system with the techniques indicated can be used to · 
regulate temperature. The experimental tests demonstrate 
that the fluidic devices investigated can be employed for 
~ large temperature changes or with large signal amplification . 
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9. RECOMMENDATIONS· 
9.1 Mode of Control ;, ·/. 
The derivative or rate· response is an effectlve control 
mode which can be used in combination with either integral 
r 1 o n 1 n g a ct~ron-~--- --- B e c a u s e -t·h e v a 1 v e i s m o v e d a n 
amount equivalent to the rate of change of the error and in 
a direction necessary to correct that change, it forms an 
anticipatory control. That is to say, a large correction 
can result from a small deviation if that deviation is 
changing. rapidly. In this manner, the system begins to re-
cover before th e l a· r g e de vi a ti on i s re a ch e d • I t a l so has a 
strong stabilizing. effect because it tends to check a retl)rn 
to the reference point as it checks a departure. As a result, 
a narrower proportioning band can be used without causing in-
stability than would other·wise be the case. This will elimi-
., 
r: 
nate the problems of instability indicated by the analytical · . 
study. 
9.2 Cold Ai·r Flow Modulation 
Though cited as a possibility, the cold air flow modula-
v 
tion was not studied. This approach would be~applicable in 
' . 
case~ where the hot air temperature is at one fixed high 
value whereas the desired temperature is much lower. This 
·requires that an appropriate maximum flow of the· hot air be 
-·1 determined to achieve optimum results. 
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9.3 Control of Heating Elements 
A technique which reduces the fluid flow dynamics is 
the direct control of the heating elements instead of the 
. .. ~ 
modulation of the flows. This requires a study of the feed-
b~ck equations to affect cha~ges of the heat supply to the 
system. 
·"'· 
9.4 Pressure Control 
. ;' 
, In applications where the pressure of the system is to 
be maintained nearly constant, cha~ges in the system pressure 
can be used as the controlled variable to control the heat 
supply. A study .of the components to model the system- equa-
tions would be necessary in this application. 
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